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Challenges and barriers to economic development in the region

Security risks

Lack of access to finance

Disrupted value chains

Mined areas

Arid climate

Expensive logistics and interrupted 

transport routes

Lost aviation connectivity

Prolonged power outages

Falling demand for coal

High unemployment

Lack of qualified personnel

Poor quality housing

Poor access to quality education and 

healthcare 

High environmental pollution



A set of policy initiatives for the economic transformation of the region 

46 solid initiatives focusing on 8 sectors

Effective concrete measures

That change the status quo and 

have quantitative performance 

indicators

Industry

3 initiatives

Have a defined funding 

strategy (4 initiatives)

Address specific issues

Problems were identified during 

the diagnostic phase and the 

proposed initiatives are aimed at 

solving them

Transportation

6 initiatives

Business environment 

6 initiatives

Agriculture

4 initiatives

Energy

4 initiatives

Human capital

6 initiatives

Quality of life

8 initiatives 

Environment

5 initiatives



Funding: launching the Consortium Fund 

Consortium fund model

Following the case of The Eastern Europe Energy 

Efficiency and Environmental Partnership ("E5P")

Trust fund: managed by a reputable international institution,

strategic investment directions are determined by the Ukrainian

side.

Donor contributions: Ukraine’s contribution – equiv. 40% of

PIT, transferred to the state budget from Donetsk and Luhansk

regions, the rest comes from international partners

Fund allocation: Ukraine's contribution should amount to

approximately 5% of the total €3 billion fund to cover interest

payments on concessional loans and administrative costs

Trust

Motivation

Ambition

Financial stability



We suggest to insure:

 Export contracts, maritime transportation;

 Collateral provided by enterprises to banks when

obtaining loans, at the level of bank portfolios;

 Assets (fixed assets and stocks of enterprises).

 Planted crops in the region

Insurer: MIGA, Lloyd, another large specialized

international insurance company, Ukrainian insurance

companies

Territory: amalgamated territorial

community, adjacent to the

demarcation line; industrial park

areas, and the strategy areas - the

entire area of the region

Insurance fees are paid from the Consortium Fund

Objective: bring assessment indicators of operational risks in business 

processes in Donetsk and Luhansk regions to the nationwide level

Business environment: launching a military-political risk insurance 
scheme

Sectors-beneficiaries:



Промисловість, торгівля,

ланцюжки вартості

We suggest to create separate regional programs in the following

agencies:

 To start budget financing - turn-key infrastructure, resident

advisory support system, certification system for export products,

simplification of VAT procedural issues;

 To solve land acquisition problems - privatization of enterprises

together with land plots, temporary rent allowances, change of

land designation;

 To carry out a communication campaign - presenting industrial

park opportunities to Ukrainian and foreign businesses

Territory: industrial parks area

Objective: stimulate the influx of new investment projects in the region by 

reducing initial costs for the investor

Industrial value chains: developing industrial parks

Sectors-beneficiaries:



Сільське господарство

We suggest to:

 Launch agrochemical soil passports;

 Inventory irrigation and drainage engineering infrastructure, make

a list of priority sites;

 Analyze alternative irrigation opportunities;

 Develop projects for long-term investment lending;

 Launch tenders for reconstruction of systems on priority sites on

PPP conditions

Territory: the entire area of

the region

Objective: increase soil fertility and agricultural productivity by ensuring a sufficient level of 

irrigation

Agricultural development: restoring the irrigation system

Sectors-beneficiaries:



According to the interviews conducted, the priority road infrastructure

to be built/rehabilitated are:

 Mariupol-Severodonetsk: Construction of a category 1B

highway through Kramatorsk and renewal of existing parallel

routes (305 km through Kurakhove, 330 km from Velyka

Novosilka)

 Mariupol-Berdyansk: Construction of a highway through Urzuf

(about 70 km)

 Overhaul of critical areas in agglomerations, restoration of

bridges and overpasses

Territory: the entire area of the

region

Objective: providing the road network necessary for regional development and cheaper and 

simplified logistics

Transport infrastructure: reconstructing highways in the region

Sectors-beneficiaries:



According to the interviews conducted, the priority road infrastructure

to be built/rehabilitated are:

 Construction of a railway interchange between branches

Popasna - Svatove - Kupyansk and Kindrashivska-Nova -

Starobilsk - Lantrativka

 Electrification and modernization of the railway branch

Zaporizhzhia - Polohy - Komysh-Zorya-Volnovakha

 Electrification of the branch Siversk-Lysychansk

 Branch construction Kurakhove - Pivdennodonbaska

Territory: the entire area of the

region

Objective: providing the railway network necessary for the development of the region and 

reducing the cost and simplification of logistics

Transport infrastructure: constructing and modernizing key railway 
branches

Sectors-beneficiaries:



Introduction of a dual education system in vocational and

professional higher education institutions, as well as universities:

 Integrated training programmes based on the German model

at universities and VET institutions, combining undergraduate

degrees with integrated practical units. In Germany, the system

works on the basis of co-financing (45% from the state, 55% from

enterprises).

 Introduction of an apprenticeship contract: an agreement on

the employment relationship between the apprentice and the

employer where the apprentice is trained during studies

Territory: the entire area of the

region

Objective: reducing the skills mismatch and improving of the level of education

Human capital: implementing the dual education system

Sectors-beneficiaries:



Quality of life: focus on people

To improve the quality of life of the population

✓ Implementation of additional security initiatives

✓ Improving the quality and energy efficiency of housing

✓ Providing the population with quality drinking water

✓ Accessibility of educational and health services

✓ Construction of tertiary care hospitals

✓ Building sports and creative spaces for youth development

✓ Promoting  the tourism potential of the region

✓ Development of good governance and forms of direct 

democracy

Territory: primarily vulnerable

communities, then the entire area

of the region

Sectors-beneficiaries:



Thank you!


